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What we stand for:
Safer and Smarter 
Mobility Worldwide
We want to create a world in which people can travel 
safely and in which the ecological effects of road- 
related mobility are minimised. We aim to provide 
lasting protection against traffic-related deaths, 
injuries and damage. We aim to reduce as far as 
possible mobility’s carbon footprint and other harmful 
emissions. We are committed to developing modern, 
digital and smart solutions which help to achieve 
these aims.
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Every day, billions of people around the world commute between 
home and work. The majority of commercial freight traffic is 
carried by road. The consequences are dramatic: Every year, 1.35 
million people die in road accidents, with 20 to 50 million people 
injured*. Commuters lose hundreds of hours in traffic jams per 
year and 2.2 million people die prematurely every year from air 
pollution. 

Automated traffic monitoring systems are designed to change 
the irresponsible behaviour of individuals in road traffic and can 
be an effective solution for reducing accidents, road casualties, 
congestion, roadside emissions and air pollution. 

* World Health Organization (WHO), Report on Road Traffic, 2018

Making our Roads, Journeys and Communities 
Safer, Smarter and more Sustainable.

“Improving road safety and making mobility smarter and more 
sustainable is our ambition around the globe. Our large deployed 
camera base worldwide is fully supported by a longterm and 
experienced partner network which combines international 
expertise with a profound level of knowledge of national and 
regional markets. This fusion of knowledge enables us to deliver 
tailor-made solutions for greater traffic safety and smarter mobility.”

Kevin Chevis
Executive Vice President

Traffic monitoring contributes
to more road safety

Typical development of accident occurence before and after
the installation of fixed speed monitoring camera
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GardoVia New Vector NexoVia

Lenses/Sensors Single lens ANPR camera                           
(1.6 MP colour sensor)

Dual lens ANPR camera            
(5 MP colour and monochrome sensor)

Dual lens ANPR camera                           
(12 MP colour and monochrome sensor)

Lane Coverage 2 lanes 3 lanes 4 lanes

Design Extremely compact and lightweight design 
(suitable for vehicle installation)

Compact design Compact design

Communication Integrated GPS Integrated GPS and 
communication modules

Integrated GPS and 
communication modules

Processor/ 
Computing 
Power

Powered by Nvidia technology Powered by Intel technology (optionally 
additional external Nvidia processor)

Powered by integrated Nvidia processor 
with 32 GB RAM and dedicated 
acceleration cores for video analytics

Illumination Integrated 8 lensed IR illumination Integrated IR illumination array 
(external IR floodlight optional)

Integrated IR illumination array 
(external IR floodlight optional)

GardoVia New Vector NexoVia

Key Advantages Key Advantages Key Advantages

–   Cost-effective, compact and highly 
efficient entry-level ANPR camera solution

–   Lightweight, easy to install and operate
–    Quick and easy set-up with modern user 

interface
–   Low power consumption (Power over 

Ethernet (PoE), optionally solar powered)

–   Fully-integrated, powerful and cost- 
efficient ANPR solution

–    Flexible package with worldwide 
successfully proven ANPR capabilities

–    Exceptional capture and read performance
–   Quick and easy set-up with Plug-and-Play

–    Extremely powerful and highly capable 
integrated camera solution with advanced Nvidia 
processors and the highest resolution sensors

–   Suitable for the most complex and challenging 
imaging tasks thanks to powerful Deep Learning 
and video analytics tools

–   Exceptional capture and read rates (> 99 %) 
–   Ultra-fast ANPR processing time (< 10 ms)

Applications Applications Applications

Variety of applications including civil security, 
road user charging, commercial and mobile 
("on the move") applications.

Targeted at road safety applications for 
traffic law enforcement, civil security and 
multi-lane road user charging, congestion 
charging and emission control.

Our newest platform for all current and future 
mobility needs, best applied for advanced road 
safety applications, road user charging and 
emission control.

Overview

Brand new in 2022, Jenoptik launches its full range of 
video-based cameras at Intertraffic, meeting the highest 
demands for a wide range of applications in road safety, 
civil security and commercial use. Three different camera 
models including our new entry-level compact camera 
GardoVia, the high performing and established Vector camera, 
and our new premium range camera NexoVia, suitable for 
the most complex and challenging imaging tasks.

New Video-based 
Camera Family

All cameras share a highly compact and functional design ensuring quick and easy set-up and operation. Highest image quality, 
powered by the latest processor technology with outstanding on-board computing power leads to exceptional capture and read rates 
and ultra-fast processing time, covering multiple lanes of traffic.

i i i

Find out  
more here

https://www.jenoptik.com/sites/intertraffic-2022/video-based-cameras
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GardoVia

Main Characteristics 
 
–   Single lens ANPR camera 

·  Two available fixed lens versions 
(short range of 5-10 m / medium range 25 m)

    ·  Motorized zoom lens version (range of 5-25 m)
–    Extremely compact and lightweight (790g) design
–    Suitable for mobile applications including 

installation into vehicles (on-the-move)
–    Intelligent dual-lane application
–    Cost-attractive competitive solution
–     Low power consumption, less than 15 W
–    Integrated GPS
–    Powerful Nvidia graphic processor unit
–    1.6 MP colour sensor
–    8 lens IR LED illumination
–    Quick and easy set-up with web-based user interface
–    IP 67 rating
–    Operating temperature: -30° to +60°
–    Sunshield with customizable colour options

Applications 

Civil Security: 
–    Police-fixed and mobile (also covert)
–    Border Control
–    Predictive analytics
–    Hotlist Matching

Commercial: 
–    Car Parking
–    Access Control
–    Traffic Surveys
–    Portable ANPR

Road Safety: 
–  Speed estimation

Extremely compact and cost-efficient camera 
for entry-level and mobile applications.

Key Advantages 

–    Cost-attractive, compact and highly efficient entry-level 
ANPR camera solution

–   Lightweight and easy to install and operate package
–    Quick and easy set-up with modern user interface
–   Low power consumption (Power over Ethernet (PoE), 

optionally solar powered)

GardoVia with 
motorized zoom lens.

i

GardoVia is an all new, compact and highly efficient camera module. Using the latest Nvidia graphic processor unit and running 
powerful Deep Learning (DL) software tools, GardoVia delivers cost effective ANPR capabilities in an easy to install and operate 
package. Fixed and motorized zoom lens versions can be used in a huge variety of applications. 

i
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New Vector
The new Vector camera is the latest in a successful family of powerful integrated ANPR cameras. Motorized zoom lenses and 
camera resolution options provide a flexible package that is successfully used in thousands of operational systems around the globe. 
Deep Learning (DL) software tools provide unbeatable ANPR read performance.

Main Characteristics 
 
–   Dual lens ANPR camera with up to 5 MP colour and 

monochrome sensor
–   3-lane coverage
–   Compact design
–   Integrated GPS
–  Onboard 4G wireless communication modules 
–   Powered by Intel processor, optional upgrade with external 

Nvidia processor unit for Moving Vehicle Offences (Yellow 
box, illegal turns, missing plates) and Make, Model and 
Colour detection (MMC)

–  Integrated IR LED illumination array
–  Optional external IR LED floodlight 
–   Optional external radar sensor for spot speed enforcement 

with Vector SR
–  IP 67 rating
–  Operating temperature: -30° to +60°
–  Sunshield with customizable colour options

Applications 

Road Safety:
–  Spot and average speed enforcement
–  Red light enforcement

Civil Security: 
–  Police applications
–  Border Control
–  Predictive analytics
–  Hotlist Matching

Road User Charging & Emission Control: 
–  Clean Air Zones
–  Congestion Charging

Commercial: 
–  Car Parking
–  Traffic Surveys

Successfully proven, high performing, 
all round camera with flexible options.

Key Advantages 

–   Fully-integrated, powerful and cost-efficient ANPR solution
–    Flexible package with worldwide successfully proven 

capabilities
–  Exceptional capture and read performance
–   Quick and easy set-up with plug-and-play

i

i
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NexoVia
NexoVia is the most powerful and capable camera benefitting from advanced Nvidia graphic processor unit and the highest 
resolution image sensors with motorized zoom lenses. Powerful Deep Learning and video analytics tools allow NexoVia to carry out  
complex and challenging imaging tasks with ease, providing a platform for all current and future mobility needs.

Main Characteristics 
 
–   Dual lens ANPR camera with up to 12 MP colour 

and monochrome sensor
–   4-lane coverage
–   Modern design
–   Integrated GPS
–   Onboard 4G wireless communication modules
–   Powered by Nvidia processor with additional acceleration 

cores for video analytics and Deep Learning applications
–   Exceptional capture and read rates, also with damaged and/

or dirty number plates
–   Ultra-fast ANPR processing time
–   Integrated IR LED illumination array
–   Optional external IR LED floodlight 
–   Optional external radar sensor for spot speed enforcement
–   IP rating 67
–   Operating temperature: -30° to +60°
–   Sunshield with customizable colour options

Applications 

Road Safety:
–   Spot and average speed enforcement, 

variable speed limits
–  Red light enforcement
–   Moving Vehicle Offences: Yellow Box, illegal turns, 

wrong way driving, missing plates, Make, Model and 
Colour detection, classification

Road User Charging & Emission Control: 
–  Clean Air Zones
–  Congestion Charging

Highest computing power and image resolution 
for the most complex applications.

Red light and spot speed monitoring 
with additional radar sensor.

Key Advantages 

–   Extremely powerful and highly capable integrated 
camera solution

–    Advanced Nvidia processors and highest resolution 
image sensors

–   Suitable for the most complex and challenging imaging 
tasks thanks to powerful DL and video analytics tools

–   Advanced features, such as moving vehicle offences
–   Exceptional capture and read rates (> 99 %)
–   Ultra-fast ANPR processing time (< 10 ms)

i



Award-winning and 
sustainable climate housing 
for traffic monitoring.

Design award-winning climate housing

TraffiPole is Jenoptik’s brand-new housing for various road safety 
applications, such as speed and red light enforcement, but also 
suitable for ANPR applications. TraffiPole has been developed to 
satisfy both high demands on design and superior sustainability 
requirements. It allows for a cost-effective operation and energy- 
efficient cooling of the built-in electronic components. TraffiPole 
perfectly fits into a modern city scape thanks to its modern, 
award-winning, while highly functional design. The upper oval 
segment houses the measuring system with camera and sensor, 
monitoring speed and red light violations. This superior design 
has been awarded with the internationally prestigious ABC Award 
2021 and German Design Award 2022, awarded by the German 
Design Council, and has been nominated for the Intertraffic Green 
Globe Award. Also commercial success is setting in with first large 
projects being rolled out from the second quarter of 2022. 

Product Features

–   Climate housing for our modern and innovative TraffiStar 
SR390 solution

–   Upper oval segment houses measuring system with camera 
and sensor, monitoring speed and red light violations

–   Design of the oval head features double walls, enabling air 
to circulate between and dissipate the heat generated by the 
electronic components inside

–   Number plate recognition with ANPR camera or emission 
measurements are available as options

–   Cost-effective operation
–   Perfectly fits into modern city scapes thanks to its modern and 

highly functional design
–   Self-sufficient operation independent of the main power 

supply with batteries inserted in the lower segment 
–    Flexible configuration options with different styles for design 

elements that can even be customized
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TraffiPole
TraffiPole, nominated for the Intertraffic Green Globe Award, is a new sustainable 
design housing made of recyclable aluminum. It’s highly functional, award- 
winning double-wall design enables efficient air circulation, eliminating the need 
for air conditioning even in very hot climates. This significantly reduces power 
consumption and thus CO

2
 emissions.

Key Advantages

–   Award-winning design housing for modern cityscapes 
–   Cost-effective operation and energy-efficient cooling 

of traffic monitoring systems
–   No air conditioning system needed, even in very hot 

climates
–   Sustainable solution, reducing CO

2
 emissions by up to 

1.74 t per year for each TraffiPole installed
–   Additional functions available, such as ANPR camera, 

illumination, various sensors 
–   Many attractive design options with even customized 

side panels 
–   Fast assembly 
–   Low weight 
–   Made entirely of recyclable aluminium
–  Reusable packaging
–   UV and Salt-resistant 
–   IP 65 
–   Powder coated

1.74 tons 

CO2
 reduction

i i

Find out  
more here

https://www.jenoptik.com/sites/intertraffic-2022/traffistar-range
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TraffiStar – Innovative 
and Flexible Traffic 
Monitoring Solution
Stationary, semi-stationary with trailer or mobile with tripod or in-car – with the 
innovative TraffiStar product portfolio the most modern technology for speed 
measurement can be applied flexibly and even rotating at any location. This helps 
to keep investment and operating costs low while ensuring a very cost-efficient 
coverage of multiple locations overall.

Equipped with either a radar (TraffiStar SR390) or a laser 
(TraffiStar S350) sensor for speed measurement, TraffiStar 
operates with non-invasive technology and can cover 
even curves and roads with poor visibility. TraffiStar 
covers several lanes at the same time and can reliably 

distinguish between cars and trucks. Thus, lane-specific 
speed limits can be enforced with ease, documenting 
even simultaneously occurring violations. TraffiStar SR390 
is additionally capable of monitoring red light and other 
yellowbox violations, such as illegal turns.

TraffiTower 2.0

SemiStation

TraffiStar camera 
and sensor module

Vehicle installation

Mobile application

TraffiCompact

Find out  
more here

https://www.jenoptik.com/sites/intertraffic-2022/traffistar-range
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EFOY Fuel Cell: More flexibility and sustainability in traffic 
monitoring thanks to self-sufficient power supply 

As an alternative solution to conventional power supply via cable 
or battery, the use of a fuel cell makes stationary, mobile or semi-
stationary traffic monitoring even more flexible and reduces 
maintenance effort. EFOY fuel cells are based on DMFC (Direct 
Methanol Fuel Cell) technology. Through the supply of hydrogen and 
oxygen to the stack, electricity is generated in an electrochemical 
process known as cold combustion. This process produces only 
waste heat, water vapor and a small amount of carbon dioxide.

Remote locations, where a connection to the regular power 
grid would be difficult and cost-intensive, can now be supplied 
with a reliable and low-maintenance power supply. Also semi-
stationary or mobile applications benefit from significantly longer 
maintenance intervals. Whereas conventional batteries often have 
to be recharged or replaced frequently, the speed monitoring 
systems with fuel cells can be operated autonomously for much 
longer periods of time without user intervention. This reduces 
personnel, maintenance and operating costs, maximizing the up-
time of equipment and thus making the most efficient use of it.

Regional adaptions and accessory solutions for special applications.

Even More Flexibility
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Air

EFOY Cartridge

Power

Waste heat + water vapor CO
2

Fuel cell trailer solution for the Netherlands

EFOY fuel cell has for example been successfully deployed in our 
special trailer solution for the Dutch market. This semi-stationary 
solution for spot-speed monitoring has been customized to 
local demands and provides for flexible change of location by 
simple transport by car. The system is set-up quickly and easily 
on location. The vandalism-proof design with integrated video 
observation is also suitable for ANPR applications.

New housing for advanced mobile application 
of TraffiStar SR390 

Our new housing for advanced mobile application of TraffiStar 
SR390 now offers even more flexibility and ease of operation. 
The new housing features both front and rear documentation 
of approaching vehicles via additional sequence camera. 
Furthermore, full WLAN communication is implemented. 
Different colour variants are available.

Key Advantages:

–   More flexible choice of location for stationary speed 
monitoring systems 

–   Significantly reduced maintenance effort for mobile 
or semi-stationary systems 

–  Self-sufficient operation over several weeks 
–   Innovative and low-emission direct methanol fuel cell 

technology 
–   Fully automatic battery management thanks to 

integrated charge controller 
–   Reliable and weather-independent power generation 
–   Environmentally friendly and quiet 
–   Lightweight and compact design 
–   Easy to install 
–   Reduced operating costs

How the EFOY fuel cell works.

Powered by
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Software and 
Video-Analytics
Jenoptik’s powerful data management solutions turn 
data into knowledge with automated data processing 
and real-time analytics. The high-performance back office 
software using Deep Learning and AI features Make, Model 
and Color detection and advanced video analytics for 
monitoring moving vehicle offences such as illegal turns 
or yellowbox violations.

Advanced video analytics with Deep Learning (DL)
 
Our video-based camera solutions are powered by Deep 
Learning. We innovate by leveraging our Artificial Intelligence 
expertise, pushing the boundaries of what was previously 
thought impossible. With Artificial Intelligence enhancement, 
our cameras are capable of reaching exceptional capture and 
read rates, including damaged and/or dirty number plates. Our 
software is also capable of capturing and correctly reading 
non-retro reflective number plates from the most challenging 
locations in the world, without the requirement for white light, 
providing a unique market capability. Independent trials have 
shown exceptional test results of > 99 % capture and read rates 
across 4 traffic lanes.

Using a combination of real images and synthetic data, we 
can create and train the development of new number plate 
formats and styles to address new markets. In addition we have 
developed a highly accurate video-based speed measurement 
especially for Secondary Speed Verification (SSV).

Turning data into knowledge. 

Difficult to read number plates captured and read by our camera-based  
Deep Learning software, thanks to DL engine.
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TraffiApp 
 
Our well-known TraffiData 
software is also available 
with our newly released 
TraffiApp for use on mobile 
phones supporting the latest 
generation of Apple and 
Android devices. With an easy 
to use, modern user experience 
and real-time alerts, users can 
take action immediately to 
prosecute criminals and even 
prevent crime before it occurs.

Make, Model and Colour detection (MMC) 

See the bigger picture with additional vehicle information. 
ANPR cameras or our back office system can generate high 
accuracy make, model, classification and colour recognition 
for applications in civil security, traffic intelligence, lane usage 
and much more.

Yellow box and moving offences

Intersections, especially in densely populated areas, tend to be 
congestion and collision hot spots. Here, different vulnerable 
road users (VRU) such as cars, trucks, pedestrians, bicycles and 
others come together, which can often lead to complex and 
confusing traffic scenarios. Certain manoeuvres can therefore 
be illegal. Ignoring these restrictions can be very dangerous and 
could result in a collision. Enforcement of illegal turns helps to 
manage how traffic uses the road and makes it safer for pedestri-
ans and other drivers. 
 
Additionally, better compliance with applicable rules helps to 
maintain intersection and road capacity, a smooth traffic flow 
and supports the avoidance of congestion and emissions. 

Advanced video analytic capabilities are now capable of detect-
ing yellow box violations, as well as illegal or wrong lane usage. 
Jenoptik’s systems have successfully proven in dedicated coun-
tries to be capable of covering these additional features with the 
same technology being used for speed and/or red light monitor-
ing, getting the most benefit from this technology. Illegal turn violation captured using radar technology.

i



Service and financing models for more 
road safety around the world.

Many road authorities around the world struggle with the need 
to take measures for more road safety on the one hand and 
financial and personnel constraints on the other. Therefore, 
Jenoptik supports customers not only with efficient and modern 
technologies and systems, but also with a comprehensive 
full-service offering and a range of financing options to 
minimize up-front investment, financial risk and personnel 
expenditures for the customer.

With many years of international experience, Jenoptik is a 
strong partner covering the complete project scope for traffic 
monitoring including hardware provision and installation, 
maintenance, repair and service support, financing, back office 
data processing and infringement process preparation and 
even full-scale operation of complete enforcement schemes.

Full-service, Tailor-made | 2322 | Full-service, Tailor-made

Full-service, Tailor-made
As an end-to-end solution provider, Jenoptik supports its customers with the provision of roadside 
equipment and software, including integration, installation and maintenance. In addition, Jenoptik 
provides attractive and tailor-made full-service models for technology, software, services and operation 
that keep up-front investments, financial risk and personnel management to a minimum for customers. 

We support our customers with professional maintenance, 
repair and services.

Financing via flat-rate per case relieves the burden on customers' budgets.

Customer Benefits:

–   Saves on resources: Authorities can improve road safety 
even with low budgets and limited personnel.

–   Flexible: Jenoptik specialists provide instant, wide-scale 
support whenever necessary.

–   Secure: City and municipal authorities take no risk with 
our financing options.

–   Data protection compliant: All processes are inspected 
and certified.

–   Legally compliant: Public authority tasks and supplier 
services are strictly separated according to corresponding 
national laws.

–   Competent: Many years of experience in major 
international projects make Jenoptik a strong partner.

Find out  
more here

https://www.jenoptik.com/sites/intertraffic-2022/full-service-models


Germany: Various custom-made traffic service providing 
models to support municipalities

United Kingdom: Temporary Automatic Speed Camera 
at Roadworks (TASCAR)

Custom-tailored service and financing models 
for greater traffic safety  
 
Many city and municipal authorities in Germany face the chal-
lenge of increasing traffic safety despite low budgets and staff 
shortages. Jenoptik therefore offers a variety of comprehensive 
services and a range of financing options that minimize the use 
of public budgets and financial risk. 
 
From the variety of options, custom-tailored packages can be put 
together including the provision and installation of the required 
traffic monitoring technology, maintenance and service, financing, 
customer service support and back office data processing, even 
on short notice for limited time periods. In order to fully comply 
with legal and data privacy regulations in Germany, work proce-
dures and data transfers are regularly inspected by DEKRA. 

More flexible and less interfering roadworks with 
Jenoptik’s TASCAR services 
 
When roadworks are taking place on the highway, they are 
usually delivered under a reduced speed limit as a result of the 
increased risk potential. Across the United Kingdom, Jenoptik 
has been involved in the provision of 400+ TASCAR schemes 
based on SPECS average speed cameras. 

This technology allows longer sections of works to be operational 
at one time, whilst allowing traffic to flow safely and smoothly 
throughout the zone. Where historically traffic might stop 
completely when travelling through short, intensive work zones, 
controlled by spot speed cameras, much longer controlled 
sections now allow construction teams the flexibility to work 
where and when they needed to, within a much larger works 
area – without the negative impact on road users.

New South Wales: Full-service operation of  
mobile speed enforcement programme

Canada: 40 percent reduction of traffic accidents 
with red light enforcement systems

Improving traffic safety with minimal investment and 
risk for the customer 
 
Jenoptik was responsible for delivering mobile speed camera 
services based on a 5-year service contract including full operation 
and back office processing, totaling the equivalent of 2,350 hours 
per month. These services were based from our regional head 
office, operating 20 active vehicles with 70 staff. Our services in-
cluded management, verification services, reporting and all other 
services to deliver the infringement packages to our customer, 
Transport of New South Wales.

The full-service operations of this large-scale mobile speed en-
forcement programme added to more traffic safety with minimal 
investment and risk for the customer. Throughout the contract, 
Jenoptik performed to a high standard, delivering reputable services 
to the State.

Red light monitoring in Toronto and Ontario 
 
Toronto is the largest city in Canada with a population of 2.6 
million. Multi-lane roads, complex junction layouts and heavy 
traffic mean a high risk of accidents. Reliable systems for red 
light enforcement help increase traffic safety and public safety. 
Cameras automatically process data to accurately detect red 
light violations.  

Jenoptik has been involved in the investment, installation and 
full operation of these systems for more than 15 years. A profes-
sional service team guarantees high system availability as well as 
the secure transmission and processing of traffic violation data. 
More than 300 stationary systems capture red light violations on 
two sequential photos to provide indisputable evidence of traffic 
offences. The complete solution for red light enforcement from 
Jenoptik has resulted in 40 percent fewer traffic accidents.

Full-service, Tailor-made | 2524 | Full-service, Tailor-made



Nothing is better 
than Experience: 
Our Worldwide Projects
State-of-the-art technology is highly sensitive and precise, at 
the same time as being rugged and durable enough to cope 
with the most extreme of weather conditions and provide 
protection against vandalism. This balance is a tough one 
to achieve. Jenoptik’s solutions are up to the task, providing 
dependable service every day at locations around the world.

Nothing is better than Experience: Our Worldwide Projects | 2726 | Nothing is better than Experience: Our Worldwide Projects

Kuwait: Superior road safety thanks to the combined average and 
spot speed camera systems on the world´s longest sea bridge

Jenoptik road safety systems save lives: Fewer 
accidents thanks to speed enforcement systems 
 
Kuwait is one of the first Arab countries to have a highly devel-
oped road network. However, accidents are high due to speeding 
and other traffic violations. Jenoptik has been a long-term partner 
to the Kuwait Ministery of Interior to help improve traffic safety. 
For example, our experts delivered and installed 100 TraffiTower 
2.0, 40 non-invasive measuring systems and 120 external flash 
units within just six months. The traffic cameras and measuring 
systems are extremely precise, reliable and effective. 
 
For Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Bridge, the longest sea bridge in the 
world and a very prestigious and strategic project, Jenoptik deliv-
ered a sophisticted road safety system combining average and spot 
speed cameras to ensure the highest possible level of traffic safety.

United States: Making school zones safer in 
New York City area

26 percent reduction in road fatalities 
 
New York City is the largest city in the United States with a 
population of 8.8 million. Multi-lane roads, complex junction 
layouts and heavy traffic lead to a high risk of road accidents. 
Therefore, NYC implemented Vision Zero as citywide initiative 
to eliminate death and serious injuries from traffic incidents. 
NYC now has the largest automated enforcement programme 
in the United States, and one of the largest in the world. 
 
Jenoptik has delivered the technology for more than 1,400 
speed cameras to our local partner within just one year. This 
custom-made solution with high-resolution cameras captures 
up to four lanes of traffic simultaneously and delivers high-
quality images – day and night thanks to external flash units. 
As a result, road fatalities dropped by 26 percent.

Find out  
more here

https://www.jenoptik.com/markets/public-safety


Scotland: Average speed enforcement improves driver 
behavior to 99 percent speed compliance

Lithuania: Increased road safety and civil security 
with speed enforcement and ANPR

Europe’s longest average speed enforcement scheme 
 
Following a comprehensive review of the route, Transport 
Scotland identified that an average speed camera system would 
help to improve the safety performance of the A9 and A90, key 
parts of the Scottish trunk road network. Transport Scotland also 
looked for the scheme to deliver a number of public safety ben-
efits including reducing incident frequency and impact while also 
improving journey time reliability. 30 SPECS3 Vector systems were 
installed on A90, covering a total of 80 km (50 miles). On A9, 
SPECS3 average speed enforcement cameras have been installed 
on a stretch of even 220 km (140 miles), making it Europe’s long-
est speed enforcement scheme. 
 
The figures speak for themselves: The speed limit of 70 mph is 
now adhered to by 99 percent of drivers over the entire stretch.

Unique two-in-one system 
 
The Lithuanian Road Administration are tasked with ensur-
ing roads in Lithuania remain safe, striving to prevent traffic 
accidents caused by speeding. They also ensure that police can 
promptly identify and prosecute criminal offences. This requires 
high-resolution number plate recognition cameras and reliable 
speed enforcement measuring systems. 
 
Jenoptik combined advanced speed enforcement technologies 
and automatic number plate recognition in single units. These 
unique systems simultaneously meet the needs of different areas. 
They are able to document speeding offences, identify vehicles 
wanted by the police, determine a vehicle's current insurance 
and statutory inspection status – and support the fight against 
organised crime. Software processes the data in real time enabling 
local police to act instantly. All systems are easy to integrate into 
the existing infrastructure and are intuitive to operate.

Wales: Average speed monitoring tackles roadside 
nitrogen dioxide concentrations

Germany: Road User Charging solutions support 
one of the world’s largest toll systems

Efficient roadside emission control 
 
In 2018, five roads in Wales were identified where vehicle emis-
sions have a direct impact on air quality because NO

2
 concen-

trations are above the limit of 40 μg/m3 (EU Ambient Air Quality 
Directive (2008/50/ECC)). To improve the situation, the speed 
limit was initially reduced to 80 km/h (50 mph). Many drivers had 
ignored the speed limit and the hoped-for positive effect had 
failed to materialize. Since 2019, therefore, four routes have been 
equipped with Vector ANPR cameras to monitor average speed.  

According to the official report from March 2020, the average 
speeds are now below 50 mph and compliance is highly improved. 
Annual concentrations of NO

2
 are decreasing at all 5 sites, with all 

of them meeting the desired air quality improvements by 2021. 
Thus the measures implemented and supported by Jenoptik technol-
ogy are effective in reducing emissions and increasing public safety.

Road User Charging on secondary federal roads for trucks 
 
For the enforcement of truck tolls on secondary federal roads 
in Germany, a gantry-less solution with small physical footprint 
and little demanding roadworks was developed in cooperation 
with the customer. This solution delivers highly reliable capture 
rates and a low total cost of ownership. 

600 road user charging towers were equipped with smart 
picture processing and sensor-fusion, including DSRC, video 
capture and axle-base classification. Based on its unique sensor- 
fusion solution, the Jenoptik Road User Charging solution 
achieves the highest industry KPIs for detection, measurement 
and classification of vehicles.
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Jenoptik provides innovative and sustainable smart mobility 
solutions, including technology and services for road safety, 
public security and road user charging. As an end-to-end 
solution provider, we support our customers with the provision 
of roadside equipment and software, including integration, 
installation and maintenance through to full-service operation 
of our solutions.
 
Our strong global presence and installation base is supported 
by a reliable partner network. With innovation as our driving 
force, Jenoptik is a world-leading enabler for smart mobility, 
with intelligent solutions and services constantly evolving to 
help make roads, journeys, communities and our environment 
safer around the globe.

JENOPTIK Robot GmbH 

Opladener Strasse 202
40789 Monheim, Germany

 +49 2173 39 40 0 

 +49 2173 39 40 111

 traffic-solutions@jenoptik.com

 jenoptik.com/markets/public-safety 

jenoptik.com/intertraffic

mailto:traffic-solutions%40jenoptik.com?subject=Innovation%20Guide
https://www.jenoptik.com/markets/public-safety
http://www.jenoptik.com/intertraffic
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